
Compete to become the most
prosperous mining company on Mars!
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A Cards & Cubes Game for 2 to 4 Players
Ages 8+  /  30 Minutes

How To PlayHow To Play
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How to play the 
Board Game  

for 2 to 4 Players,  
Ages 8+ / 30 Minutes

COMPONENTS & SETUP —

There is a fabric bag called “The 
Mine” that will contain the Ore Cubes. 
The Ore Cubes are of three 
types: 15 each of yellow, 
green, blue, and black are 
the “Minerals” being mined; 
20 red cubes represent 
the “Martian Soil”; and 20 silver cubes represent 
“Rarium” - the most precious of the Martian ores.

Count out 4 Rarium 
Cubes per player plus one 
and put them into The Mine. 

(Put the remaining Rarium Cubes in the box.) Put all 
the other Ore Cubes and Martian Soil Cubes into The 
Mine and mix them thoroughly. 

There is a large card (with a red border) for each 
player which is their Mining Company’s “Refinery” . 
This is where most of the action takes place, and you 
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should place your Refinery 
face-up on the table in 
front of you..

Each player also gets 
one folded card called their 
“Warehouse”. This should be 
set upright on the table. As 

the game is played, you will put Cubes behind this 
small screen to hide them from your opponents.

There is one additional large card (with a green 
border) which represents “the Ore Train” at the mine 
site. 

Place the Ore Train 
card on the table, then 
draw five random Ore 
Cubes from The Mine and 
place one on each of the 
five white circles in the 
Ore Train. 
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Rarium
Vault

Rarium ProcessorPut processed silver cubesinto the Rarium Vault!

Rarium ProcessorPut processed silver cubesinto the Rarium Vault!

All other players lose ONE
Rarium Cube from their conveyor,

OR you gain one Rarium Cube from
the Mine to place on your conveyor.

All other players lose ONE
Rarium Cube from their conveyor,

OR you gain one Rarium Cube from
the Mine to place on your conveyor.
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Use one of the Cards youpossess, OR trade a Cardfrom your hand with aface-up card on the table.

Use one of the Cards youpossess, OR trade a Cardfrom your hand with aface-up card on the table.

There is a deck of 48 cards with 
special instructions on them. These 
should be well shuffled and placed 
on the table face-down. Then draw 
the top three cards and lay them 
out side-by-side. These are the cards 
available for players to take during 
their turn (explained later).  Also leave room for a 
discard pile.

Finally, 
each player in 
turn draws one 
Ore Cube from 
The Mine. Keep 
passing The Mine around until someone draws 
a silver Rarium Cube. The first player to draw a 
Rarium Cube will go first. All the Cubes drawn go 
back into The Mine.

HOW TO PLAY —

ON YOUR TURN...

1. Draw a card from the three face-up on the 
table and add it to your hand of cards for future 
use. THIS IS OPTIONAL. Draw the top card from 
the deck to replace the card that was taken.
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You will be playing the cards from your hand 
in future turns when you process Green Minerals 
through your Refinery. (This is explained on the 
next few pages). Played cards will usually go into a 
discard pile,

You can never have more than FIVE CARDS in 
your hand at any time. If you have five cards and 
take another, you must discard one without using its 
effects.

If the deck runs out, DO NOT reshuffle and 
continue to draw cards. Discarded cards are out of 
the game, and when you’re out... you’re out. 

THEN...

2. Do ONE of the following actions:

(A) Choose an Ore Cube from the Ore Train 
and place it in your Refinery on the left end of any 
conveyor you wish.

(B) Pull a random 
Ore Cube from The 
Mine (no peeking!) 
and place it in your 
Refinery on the left end 
of any conveyor you wish.
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Each Refinery has five colored “conveyors” 
where you will process the Minerals, Martian Soil, 
and Rarium Cubes that you acquire throughout 
the game. 

Ore Cubes are entered onto each conveyor 
track at the left end. If an Ore Cube is already in 
that left position, it (and all the other Ore Cubes on 
that conveyor) are pushed to the right when the 
new Ore Cube is added. 

DURING EITHER OF THESE ACTIONS...

• If you take the last Ore Cube from the Ore 
Train, replenish the Ore Train with five random 
Ore Cubes from The Mine IMMEDIATELY. 

• If the Ore Train has ONLY RED Cubes in it 
after you take one, IMMEDIATELY put those back 
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Rarium
Vault

To enter the red cube
onto this conveyor, the
blue cubes must move 
to the right first.

into The Mine, mix up the Ore Cubes in The Mine 
and pull five new random Ore Cubes to refill the 
spaces on the Ore Train.

3. If any of these actions push a cube out of 
your Refinery, process it as follows:

Ultimately, one Ore Cube will fall off the 
right edge of the card and has then been “fully 
processed.” Processed red 
Martian Soil is recycled into 
The Mine. The other processed 
Ore Cubes (green, yellow, blue, 
and black) go behind your 
folded Warehouse card. (Keep 
these minerals hidden!)

The silver Rarium 
Cubes (from the shortest 
conveyor) go into your 
Rarium Vault. Place 
them on the drawing 
of the vault on your 
Refinery card as shown. 
(These will be seen by all 
players, and that’s OK.)

Rarium
Vault
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IF a processed Ore Cube is the same color as 
the conveyor it was on, the effect happens that 
is written to the left of the colored conveyor. 
This happens IMMEDIATELY - don’t process 
more than one Ore Cube before you complete the 
effects of the last one.

Rarium
Vault

Rarium Processor

Put processed silver cubes

into the Rarium Vault!

Rarium Processor

Put processed silver cubes

into the Rarium Vault!

All other players lose ONE

Rarium Cube from their conveyor,

OR you gain one Rarium Cube from

the Mine to place on your conveyor.

All other players lose ONE

Rarium Cube from their conveyor,

OR you gain one Rarium Cube from

the Mine to place on your conveyor.
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Use one of the Cards you

possess, OR trade a Card
from your hand with a

face-up card on the table.

Use one of the Cards you
possess, OR trade a Card

from your hand with a

face-up card on the table.

When a new Yellow Cube “A” is added to the
Conveyor, the rightmost Cube “B” will fall off the
edge of the card. This means the Mineral has been 
fully processed. The Yellow Cube goes into your 
Warehouse, and effect “C” is immediately resolved. 
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Any color Ore Cube can be entered onto any 
conveyor, but only Ore Cubes of the same color as 
the conveyor will trigger the effect. The Red Ore 
Cubes (the Martian Soil) do not trigger any effect, 
but they can be valuable in helping to process 
other Ore Cubes along the conveyors. 

NOTE: If a Rarium Cube is processed from 
any conveyor other than the white one, that cube 
goes back into the mine!

If a cube is removed from a conveyor by a 
card action, the gap will not be filled until a new 
cube is entered into the left end of the conveyor 
to push the gap closed.

NOTES ABOUT CARDS:

When a card says to steal, move, swap, trade, 
or otherwise manipulate another player’s Ore 
Cubes, this does NOT include 
the Rarium Cubes in their 
Rarium Vault. Those Rarium 
Cubes are protected from all 
such effects, but Rarium that 
is still in a Refinery can be 
affected.

Rarium
Vault
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Many effects and some of the cards can 
trigger “chain reactions.” If you have a situation 
where more than one Ore Cube will be added 
to your Refinery during a turn, you can choose 
which order you want them to be entered and/or 
processed.

how the game ends:

The game ends when any 
player has gained FIVE silver 
Rarium Cubes. 

The other players get one more turn, then all 
players reveal the processed minerals in their 
Warehouse.
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1. Each Cube in your Warehouse is worth 
one point. This includes any Red Cubes that 
might have been placed there by a card action.

2. Each Rarium Cube in your vault is worth 
two points.

3. Check for cards that may affect your 
score, including most of a given color or “no 
red in your Refinery”. If more than one player 
qualifies for this score, only the player holding 
the card will gain the reward.

And the player with the highest point total 
has proven to be the most successful at...
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